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ordinalȱ utility,ȱ theȱ apparatusȱ throughȱwhichȱ itȱ isȱwidelyȱ practisedȱ exhibitsȱ
propertiesȱofȱ cardinalȱutility.ȱ ȱTheȱadoptionȱofȱ cardinalȱutilityȱasȱaȱworkingȱ
operationȱofȱordinalȱ isȱperfectlyȱvalid,ȱprovidedȱ interpretationsȱdrawnȱ fromȱ
thatȱoperationȱremainȱfaithfulȱtoȱordinalȱutility.ȱȱTheȱpaperȱconsidersȱwhetherȱ
theȱ latterȱ requirementȱ holdsȱ trueȱ forȱ severalȱ measurementsȱ commonlyȱ
derivedȱfromȱRUM.ȱȱInȱparticularȱitȱisȱfoundȱthatȱmeasurementsȱofȱconsumerȱ
surplusȱ changeȱmayȱdepartȱ fromȱordinalȱutility,ȱ andȱ exploitȱ theȱ cardinalityȱ
inherentȱinȱtheȱpracticalȱapparatus.ȱ
ȱ










TheȱRandomȱUtilityȱModelȱ (RUM)ȱwasȱ conceivedȱ byȱMarschakȱ (1960)ȱ andȱ
Blockȱ andȱ Marschakȱ (1960)ȱ asȱ aȱ probabilisticȱ representationȱ ofȱ theȱ NeoȬ
Classicalȱ theoryȱ ofȱ individualȱ choice,ȱ withȱ probabilityȱ derivingȱ fromȱ
variabilityȱ inȱ theȱ individualsȱpreferencesȱwhenȱ facedȱwithȱ repeatedȱchoicesȱ
fromȱ theȱ sameȱ finiteȱ choiceȱ set.ȱ ȱ Subsequentȱ toȱ itsȱ theoreticalȱ conception,ȱ
Marschakȱetȱal.ȱ(1963)ȱintroducedȱmuchȱofȱtheȱapparatusȱbyȱwhichȱRUMȱcouldȱ
beȱ translatedȱ toȱ practice;ȱ thisȱ exploitedȱ anȱ analogyȱ withȱ psychophysicalȱ
modelsȱofȱjudgementȱandȱchoice,ȱinȱparticularȱFechnersȱ(1859)ȱmodelȱandȱtheȱ
derivativeȱ modelsȱ ofȱ Thurstoneȱ (1927)ȱ andȱ Luceȱ (1959).ȱ ȱ Itȱ wasȱ leftȱ toȱ
McFaddenȱ (1968,ȱ butȱ unpublishedȱ untilȱ 1975)ȱ toȱ completeȱ theȱ translation,ȱ
whichȱwasȱ achievedȱ throughȱ aȱ shiftȱ inȱ theȱperspectiveȱ ofȱ theȱpresentation.ȱȱ
McFaddenȱ reconstitutedȱ RUMȱ fromȱ aȱmodelȱ ofȱ anȱ individualȱ engagedȱ inȱ
repeatedȱchoices,ȱ toȱoneȱofȱ theȱ choicesȱofȱaȱpopulationȱofȱ individuals.ȱ ȱThisȱ
wasȱ clearlyȱmotivatedȱ byȱ pragmatism;ȱ theȱ revisedȱ presentationȱwasȱmoreȱ




floodgatesȱ toȱpracticalȱRUMȱ analysis.ȱ ȱThereȱbeganȱ fortyȱyearsȱofȱ intensiveȱ
application,ȱculminatingȱinȱMcFaddensȱawardingȱofȱtheȱ2000ȱNobelȱLaureateȱ
inȱ Economics,ȱ andȱ withȱ itȱ theȱ securingȱ ofȱ RUMsȱ placeȱ inȱ theȱ historyȱ ofȱ
economicȱmethodology.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
Sinceȱ theȱunwaryȱmight,ȱquiteȱunderstandably,ȱdrawȱ confidenceȱ fromȱ suchȱ
accolade,ȱ itȱwouldȱ seemȱ timelyȱ toȱ illuminateȱ aȱ troublesomeȱ Ȭȱ andȱ indeedȱ
potentiallyȱdamningȱȬȱpropertyȱofȱRUMȱthatȱpersists.ȱ ȱThisȱmayȱbeȱseenȱasȱaȱ




Goodwinȱ andȱ Hensher,ȱ 1978;ȱ Daly,ȱ 1978),ȱ andȱ manyȱ haveȱ consideredȱ itsȱ
empiricalȱconsequencesȱȬȱusuallyȱunderȱtheȱlabelȱofȱtheȱscaleȱfactorȱproblemȱ
(e.g.ȱ Swaitȱ andȱ Louviere,ȱ 1993).ȱ ȱ Butȱ oneȱ mightȱ ask:ȱ whyȱ areȱ RUMȱ
practitionersȱ soȱ preoccupiedȱ withȱ mattersȱ ofȱ utilityȱ scale,ȱ whenȱ utilityȱ isȱ
supposedlyȱordinal,ȱandȱordinalȱutilityȱisȱrobustȱtoȱaȱreasonablyȱgeneralȱclassȱ





axiomsȱ ofȱ deterministicȱ choiceȱ underȱ certainty,ȱ therebyȱ revealingȱ theȱ
theoreticalȱ originsȱ ofȱ RUMȱ inȱ termsȱ ofȱ ordinalȱ utility.ȱ ȱ Theȱ paperȱ thenȱ
proceedsȱ toȱdemonstrateȱ that,ȱ inȱexploitingȱ theȱvehicleȱofȱ theȱFechnerȱ (1859)ȱ
model,ȱ theȱ implementationȱofȱRUMȱ impliesȱ theȱadoptionȱofȱcardinalȱutility.ȱȱ
Thisȱisȱnotȱinȱitselfȱaȱproblem;ȱcardinalȱutilityȱcanȱbeȱusedȱquiteȱdefensiblyȱasȱaȱ
workingȱ representationȱofȱordinalȱutility,ȱprovidedȱanyȱ suchȱ representationȱ






Thisȱ sectionȱ rehearsesȱ theȱ theoryȱ ofȱ deterministicȱ choiceȱ underȱ certainty.ȱȱ
WhilstȱtheȱgeneralȱtheoryȱwillȱbeȱwellȬknownȱtoȱmanyȱreaders,ȱtheȱfollowingȱ
attendsȱ toȱ aȱ particularȱ interestȱ inȱ finiteȱ choiceȱ sets,ȱ andȱ thisȱmayȱ beȱ lessȱ






Beforeȱ proceeding,ȱ andȱ followingȱ RUMȱ convention,ȱ deferenceȱ isȱ madeȱ toȱ
Lancastersȱ (1966)ȱ representationȱ ofȱ goodsȱ Ȭȱ orȱ inȱ presentȱ parlanceȱ
alternativesȱ Ȭȱ inȱ termsȱ ofȱ theirȱ constituentȱ attributes.ȱ ȱ Formally,ȱdefineȱ anȱ
alternativeȱtoȱbeȱaȱvectorȱ ,ȱwhereȱ ȱisȱtheȱquantityȱofȱattributeȱ ȱ
forȱ .ȱȱInȱwords,ȱanȱalternativeȱrepresentsȱaȱpointȱinȱaȱfiniteȱattributeȱ
space.ȱȱAgainȱfollowingȱusualȱpractice,ȱdefineȱwithinȱthisȱspaceȱaȱfiniteȱsetȱ
( Kxx ,...,1=x ) kx k
Kk ,...,1=
T ȱ
ofȱalternativesȱ thatȱconstitutesȱ theȱ choiceȱsetȱofȱ ȱalternativesȱavailableȱ toȱ
anȱindividual:ȱ
N
{ }NT xx ,...,1= .ȱ
ȱ
Theȱ purposeȱ ofȱ theȱ theoryȱ ofȱ deterministicȱ choiceȱ underȱ certaintyȱ isȱ toȱ
representȱanȱindividualsȱpreferencesȱinȱtermsȱofȱaȱnumericalȱutilityȱfunction.ȱȱ
Thoughȱ thereȱ isȱ reasonableȱ agreementȱ asȱ toȱ theȱmeansȱ ofȱ achievingȱ this,ȱ
whichȱ isȱ toȱ imposeȱanȱaxiomȱsystemȱonȱ theȱ individualsȱpreferences,ȱseveralȱ
alternativeȱ presentationsȱ haveȱ beenȱ proposed.ȱ ȱ Asȱ isȱ oftenȱ theȱ case,ȱ thisȱ
varietyȱ hasȱ beenȱ motivated,ȱ inȱ particular,ȱ byȱ anȱ interestȱ inȱ theȱ possibleȱ
generalityȱofȱpresentation.ȱȱTheȱapproachȱemployedȱbelowȱfollowsȱBlockȱandȱ






Axiom of Completeness:  
 
For every pair , either Tmn ∈xx , mn xx f , or nm xx f , or both mn xx f  and 
nm xx f . 
 
Axiom of Transitivity: 
 
For every triad  if Tlmn ∈xxx ,, , mn xx f  and lm xx f , then ln xx f   ȱ
ȱ
Theseȱ twoȱ axioms,ȱ whenȱ takenȱ together,ȱ establishȱ aȱ completeȱ (weak)ȱ
preferenceȱorderingȱonȱ .ȱ ȱSinceȱ ȱ isȱ finite,ȱeachȱalternativeȱ ȱcanȱbeȱ
assignedȱ aȱ rankȱonȱ theȱbasisȱofȱpreference,ȱwhereȱ aȱ rankȱ isȱ anȱ integerȱ ,ȱ
,ȱsuchȱthatȱforȱeveryȱpairȱwithinȱtheȱranking:ȱ




mn rr ≤  if mn xx f  
ȱ
Nowȱ defineȱ theȱ vectorȱ ( )Nrr ,...,1=r ,ȱ whichȱ isȱ anȱ integerȬvaluedȱ functionȱ
representingȱtheȱcompleteȱorderingȱofȱ T .ȱ ȱAnyȱstrictlyȱdecreasingȱmonotoneȱ
                                                








mn UU ≥  iff mn xx f ȱ ȱ(1)ȱ ȱ
ȱ
Henceȱ weȱ arriveȱ atȱ theȱ ordinalȱ utilityȱ functionȱ ,ȱ whereinȱ valuesȱ areȱ
assignedȱtoȱtheȱfunctionȱsimplyȱonȱtheȱbasisȱthatȱtheȱU Ȭvalueȱofȱaȱpreferableȱ
alternativeȱwillȱbeȱgreaterȱthanȱthatȱofȱanȱinferiorȱalternative.ȱ ȱOtherwiseȱtheȱ






mn UU ˆˆ ≥  iff mn xx f  ȱ (2)ȱ ȱ




anyȱ ratioȱ thereof)ȱ acrossȱ alternatives.ȱ ȱ Theȱ ordinalȱ utilityȱ functionȱ simplyȱ







Letȱ usȱ nowȱ generaliseȱ theȱ analysisȱ toȱ accommodateȱ aȱ probabilisticȱ
representationȱ ofȱ choice,ȱ againȱ underȱ certainty.ȱ ȱ Thisȱ representationȱ isȱ
motivatedȱ byȱ theȱ conjecture,ȱ emanatingȱ principallyȱ fromȱ theȱ disciplineȱ ofȱ







Luceȱ andȱ Suppesȱ (1965),ȱwhoȱ summariseȱ aȱ fullerȱ rangeȱ ofȱ formalisations.ȱȱ
Withȱ referenceȱ toȱ theȱaforementionedȱphenomena,ȱRUMȱ isȱmotivatedȱbyȱanȱ
aspirationȱtoȱaccommodateȱtheȱlatter,ȱi.e.ȱvariationsȱinȱindividualȱpreferencesȱ
acrossȱ repetitions;ȱ thisȱ willȱ becomeȱ apparentȱ inȱ theȱ subsequentȱ analysis.ȱȱ
Followingȱ inȱ particularȱ theȱ definitionȱ givenȱ inȱ Blockȱ andȱMarschakȱ (1960),ȱ






There is a random vector ( )NUU ,...,1=U , unique up to an increasing monotone 
transformation, such that: 
 
( ) ( )mnn UUTP ≥= Prx  for all Tn ∈x , nmTm ≠∈ ,x   (3)ȱ






n TP x   
ȱ
Itȱ isȱ crucialȱ toȱ makeȱ clearȱ thatȱ RUM,ȱ inȱ commonȱ withȱ theȱ theoryȱ ofȱ
deterministicȱchoiceȱinȱsectionȱ2,ȱrefersȱtoȱtheȱbehaviourȱofȱaȱsingleȱindividual.ȱȱ
NoteȱforȱexampleȱMarschaksȱ(1960)ȱassertion:ȱUnlessȱspecifiedȱtoȱtheȱcontrary,ȱ
allȱ conceptsȱ inȱ thisȱpaperȱareȱassociatedȱwithȱaȱ singleȱgivenȱperson,ȱ theȱ subjectȱofȱ
experimentsȱ (p219).ȱ ȱ Itȱ thusȱemergesȱ thatȱ randomnessȱ inȱRUMȱderivesȱ fromȱ
theȱrepetition,ȱ inȱparticularȱ theȱ facilityȱ forȱvariabilityȱonȱ theseȱrepetitions,ȱofȱ
anȱ individualsȱ preferenceȱ ordering.ȱ ȱ Onȱ anyȱ givenȱ repetitionȱ forȱ aȱ givenȱ
individual,ȱaȱcompleteȱpreferenceȱorderingȱisȱestablishedȱ(andȱ ȱdefined)ȱinȱ
theȱ mannerȱ ofȱ theȱ deterministicȱ theoryȱ outlinedȱ earlier.ȱ ȱ RUM,ȱ however,ȱ
permitsȱvariabilityȱinȱtheȱpreferenceȱorderingȱonȱsuccessiveȱrepetitions.ȱȱBlockȱ
andȱMarschakȱ(1960)ȱmakeȱclearȱthisȱpropositionȱbyȱreȬcouchingȱtheȱanalysisȱ






{ mnn rrR ≤= r }  for all Tn ∈x , nmTm ≠∈ ,x    (4)ȱ
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ȱ
Rememberingȱ fromȱ sectionȱ 2ȱ thatȱ theȱ firstȬrankedȱ alternativeȱ canȱ beȱ





ȱ ( ) ( ) 0...Pr ≥≥≥≥= rrrr Nmnn UUUP ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ (5)ȱ
ȱ










individualȱ choosingȱ anȱ alternativeȱ fromȱ theȱ setȱ { }lmnT xxx ,,= ȱ onȱ fiveȱ





{ }mlnlmnn UUUUUUR ≥≥≥≥= ; ȱ
{ }nlmlnmm UUUUUUR ≥≥≥≥= ; ȱ
{ }nmlmnll UUUUUUR ≥≥≥≥= ; ȱ
ȱ
Letȱusȱnowȱ introduceȱ someȱdata,ȱbyȱassumingȱ thatȱ theȱutilitiesȱandȱ choicesȱ
actuallyȱ arisingȱ onȱ theȱ fiveȱ repetitionsȱ areȱ asȱ givenȱ inȱ Tableȱ 1ȱ (andȱ




Repetitionȱ nU ȱ mU ȱ lU ȱ Choiceȱ
1ȱ 1ȱ 2ȱ 3ȱ lx ȱ
2ȱ 4ȱ 2ȱ 3ȱ nx ȱ
3ȱ 1ȱ 2ȱ 3ȱ lx ȱ
4ȱ 4ȱ 2ȱ 3ȱ nx ȱ
5ȱ 1ȱ 2ȱ 3ȱ lx ȱ
ȱ
Twoȱ initialȱobservationsȱmayȱbeȱdrawn.ȱ ȱFirst,ȱ ȱ isȱdominatedȱbyȱ ȱ andȱ
thereforeȱ neverȱ chosen.ȱ ȱ Second,ȱwhilstȱ theȱutilitiesȱ ofȱ bothȱ ȱ andȱ ȱ areȱ










( ) 0Pr =≥≥ lmn UUU ,ȱ ( ) 52Pr =≥≥ mln UUU ,ȱhenceȱ ( ) 52=nP x ȱȱ
( ) 0Pr =≥≥ lnm UUU ,ȱ ( ) 0Pr =≥≥ nlm UUU ,ȱhenceȱ ( ) 0=mP x ȱ




toȱtheȱorderȬpreservingȱ(butȱnonȬlinear)ȱtransformationȱ ȱfor all ,ȱ
andȱconfirmingȱthatȱtheȱchoicesȱremainȱunchangedȱ(Tableȱ2).ȱȱȱ
2ˆ
nn UU = Tn ∈x
ȱ
                                                
2 Shouldȱtheȱsampleȱspaceȱbeȱextendedȱfromȱfiveȱrepetitionsȱtoȱarbitrarilyȱmanyȱrepetitions,ȱ
thenȱtheȱaboveȱinterpretationsȱofȱordinalȱutilityȱandȱchoiceȱprobabilityȱwouldȱapplyȱinȱexactlyȱ




nÛ ȱ mÛ ȱ lÛ ȱ Choiceȱ
1ȱ 1ȱ 4ȱ 9ȱ lx ȱ
2ȱ 16ȱ 4ȱ 9ȱ nx ȱ
3ȱ 1ȱ 4ȱ 9ȱ lx ȱ
4ȱ 16ȱ 4ȱ 9ȱ nx ȱ
5ȱ 1ȱ 4ȱ 9ȱ lx ȱ
ȱ
Moreȱ generally,ȱ andȱ analogousȱ toȱ (2),ȱ theȱ probabilityȱ ofȱ beingȱ firstȬrankedȱ
accordingȱtoȱaȱgivenȱorderingȱ(andȱthereforeȱalsoȱtheȱprobabilityȱofȱchoice)ȱisȱ




( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0...Pr ≥≥≥≥= rrrr Nmnn UfUfUfP ȱȱ
ȱ
Beforeȱmovingȱon,ȱitȱmightȱbeȱremarkedȱthatȱwhilstȱdeterministicȱtransitivityȱ
continuesȱ toȱ holdȱ inȱ relationȱ toȱ theȱ underlyingȱ preferenceȱ orderings,ȱ theȱ
probabilityȱ statementȱ ofȱ RUMȱ canȱ itselfȱ beȱ characterisedȱ inȱ termsȱ ofȱ aȱ
stochasticȱ representationȱ ofȱ transitivity.ȱ ȱ Theȱ relevantȱ propertyȱ isȱ oneȱ ofȱ




If ( ) ( )[ ] 21,,,min ≥lmmmnn PP xxxxxx , then the binary choice probabilities 
satisfy strong stochastic transitivity provided: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]lmmmnnlnn PPP xxxxxxxxx ,,,max, ≥  
ȱ
Discussionȱofȱotherȱpropertiesȱwillȱbeȱavoidedȱhere,ȱsinceȱtheseȱareȱdealtȱwithȱ






Though,ȱ asȱ sectionȱ 3ȱ hasȱ demonstrated,ȱ theȱ theoreticalȱ definitionȱ ofȱ RUMȱ
reliesȱentirelyȱonȱordinalȱutility,ȱsuchȱmetricsȱareȱnotȱparticularlyȱamenableȱtoȱ
theȱusualȱparametricȱmethodsȱofȱeconometricȱmodelling.ȱ ȱAnyȱaspirationȱ toȱ
implementȱ RUMȱ inȱ practiceȱ provokes,ȱ therefore,ȱ anȱ inclinationȱ towardsȱ
adoptingȱ cardinalȱutilityȱasȱaȱworkingȱ representationȱofȱordinal.ȱ ȱCreditȱ forȱ
translatingȱ RUMȱ fromȱ theoryȱ toȱ practiceȱ isȱ oftenȱ accordedȱ toȱ McFaddenȱ
(1968),ȱwhichȱwasȱ indeedȱ pathȬbreakingȱ inȱ demonstratingȱ theȱ potentialȱ ofȱ
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RUMȱ toȱ informȱpublicȱpolicy3.ȱ ȱ Itȱ isȱ rarelyȱ acknowledged,ȱ however,ȱ thatȱ aȱ
fundamentalȱ tenetȱ ofȱ theȱ practicalȱ apparatusȱ exploitedȱ byȱMcFaddenȱwasȱ
conceivedȱinȱtheȱearlierȱworkȱofȱMarschakȱetȱal.ȱ(1963),ȱasȱfollows.ȱȱȱ
ȱ
Marschakȱ etȱ al.ȱ consideredȱ theȱ relationshipȱ betweenȱ theȱ binaryȱ RUMȱ andȱ
Fechnerȱ (alsoȱ referredȱ toȱ asȱ StrongȱUtility)ȱmodelsȱ (Fechner,ȱ 1859),ȱwhereȱ
theyȱdefineȱtheȱlatter,ȱthus:ȱȱȱȱ
ȱ
A binary probabilistic model is called a Fechner model if there exist constants 
 and a non-decreasing real-valued function Nvv ,...,1 ( )qφ  defined for all real 
numbers , such that for every binary offered set q { } TS mn ⊆= xx , , 
 
( ) ( mnn vvSP −= φx )         
ȱ
AsȱMarschakȱ etȱ al.ȱ note,ȱ ifȱ theȱ usualȱ conditionsȱ ( ) ( ) 1=+ SPSP mn xx ȱ apply,ȱ
thenȱ ( )qφ ȱisȱrestrictedȱatȱaȱfiniteȱnumberȱofȱvalues.ȱȱInȱparticular,ȱ ( )qφ ȱcanȱbeȱ
specifiedȱasȱaȱcontinuousȱnonȬdecreasingȱfunctionȱsuchȱthat:ȱ
ȱ








φ ,ȱandȱ ( ) ( ) 1=−+ qq φφ ȱforȱallȱ ( )q ȱ
ȱ
                                                
3ȱMcFaddensȱ(1968)ȱcontributionȱisȱdiscussedȱfurtherȱinȱsectionȱ6.ȱ
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Marschakȱ etȱ al.ȱ proveȱ thatȱ everyȱ Fechnerȱ modelȱ suchȱ thatȱ ( )qφ ȱ isȱ theȱ
distributionȱ functionȱ ofȱ theȱ differenceȱ betweenȱ twoȱ independentȱ andȱ
identicallyȬdistributedȱ(IID)ȱrandomȱvariablesȱisȱbinaryȱRUM:ȱ
ȱ
 Define the random vector ( )NUU ,...,1=U  by: 
 
 nnn vU ε+=  for all Tn ∈x     ȱ ȱ (7)ȱ
 
where Nεε ,...,1  are independent and identically-distributed random variables 
such that ( )qφ  is the distribution function of mn εε −  for all , 




{ } TS mn ⊆= xx , :
 
( ) { } { }mmnnmnn vvUUSP εε +≥+=≥= PrPrx  ȱ ȱ (8)ȱ
{ } ( )mnnmmn vvvv −=−≥−= φεεPr ȱȱ ȱ ȱ
ȱ
Aȱfewȱcommentsȱareȱappropriate.ȱȱFirst,ȱtheȱaboveȱanalysisȱrelatesȱspecificallyȱ
toȱ binaryȱ choice.ȱ ȱ Thisȱ reflectsȱ theȱ originsȱ ofȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ modelȱ inȱ
psychophysicalȱ discrimination,ȱ e.g.ȱ isȱ stimulusȱ aȱ strongerȱ orȱweakerȱ thanȱ
stimulusȱb?.ȱȱThisȱisȱnotȱundulyȱrestrictive,ȱhowever,ȱsinceȱtheȱmodelȱcanȱbeȱ
extendedȱ toȱmultinomialȱchoiceȱ simplyȱbyȱ specifyingȱ ( )qφ ȱasȱaȱmultivariateȱ
jointȱdistributionȱpertainingȱtoȱeachȱandȱeveryȱpairȱinȱtheȱchoiceȱset.ȱȱSecond,ȱ
 16
Nεε ,...,1 ȱmustȱbeȱdefinedȱindependentlyȱofȱ ;ȱsubsequentȱpresentationsȱ
ofȱRUMȱsuchȱasȱDalyȱandȱZacharyȱ(1978)ȱareȱmoreȱexplicitȱaboutȱthis.ȱȱThird,ȱ





characterisedȱbyȱ twoȱ redundantȱdegreesȱofȱ freedom.ȱ ȱTheȱ remainderȱofȱ thisȱ
sectionȱ expandsȱ uponȱ theȱ latterȱ point,ȱ whilstȱ theȱ penultimateȱ pointȱ isȱ
developedȱfurtherȱinȱsectionȱ7.1.ȱ
ȱ
Asȱ isȱwidelyȱ understood,ȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ implementationȱ ofȱRUMȱ carriesȱ twoȱ
redundantȱdegreesȱofȱfreedom,ȱasȱfollows.ȱȱFirst,ȱaȱcommonȱconstantȱmayȱbeȱ
addedȱ toȱ theȱ utilityȱ ofȱ eachȱ andȱ everyȱ alternativeȱ withoutȱ changingȱ
probability.ȱ ȱThisȱproperty,ȱwhichȱ isȱreferredȱ toȱasȱ translationalȱ invariance,ȱ
impliesȱthatȱ(8)ȱcanȱbeȱreȬwrittenȱequivalently:ȱȱȱ
ȱ
( ) { } { }KvKvKUKUSP mmnnmnn ++≥++=+≥+= εεPrPrx ȱ (9)ȱ
ȱ ȱ { }nmmn vv εε −≥−= Pr ȱ
ȱ
Second,ȱtheȱutilityȱofȱeachȱandȱeveryȱalternativeȱmayȱsimilarlyȱbeȱmultipliedȱ




( ) { } { }mmnnmnn vvUUSP λελλελλλ +≥+=≥= PrPrx   (10)  
{ }nmmn vv εε −≥−= Pr  
where 0>λ   ȱ
ȱ
Moreover,ȱ theȱ probabilityȱ statementȱ (8)ȱ isȱ robustȱ onlyȱ toȱ theȱ utilityȱ
transformationsȱ(9)ȱandȱ(10),ȱwhereȱtheȱlatterȱconstituteȱtheȱclassȱofȱincreasingȱ
linearȱtransformations.ȱȱContrastȱthisȱwithȱtheȱprobabilityȱstatementȱ(6),ȱwhichȱ
isȱ robustȱ toȱ theȱmoreȱgeneralȱ classȱofȱ strictlyȱmonotonicȱ transformationsȱofȱ
utility.ȱ ȱ Theȱ importantȱ implicationȱ followsȱ thatȱ differencesȱ inȱ utilityȱ nowȱ
matter;ȱ whilstȱ increasingȱ linearȱ transformationsȱ wouldȱ leaveȱ theȱ quantityȱ
ȱ inȱ (8)ȱ unchanged,ȱ anyȱ otherȱ transformationȱwouldȱ not.ȱ ȱ Inȱ otherȱ
words,ȱifȱtheȱFechnerȱmodelȱisȱadoptedȱasȱaȱworkingȱrepresentationȱofȱRUMȱ
thenȱ theȱ aboveȱ analysisȱ showsȱ thatȱ theȱ probabilityȱ statementȱ nowȱ exhibitsȱ
propertiesȱofȱcardinalȱutility.ȱ







basisȱ ofȱ utilityȱ (sectionȱ 2).ȱ ȱ Thisȱ basisȱ isȱ preservedȱ inȱ theȱ translationȱ fromȱ
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deterministicȱ toȱ probabilisticȱ choiceȱ underȱ certainty,ȱ andȱ indeedȱ toȱ RUMȱ
(sectionȱ 3).ȱ ȱ ȱSuchȱ aȱ representationȱofȱRUMȱ isȱnotȱparticularlyȱ amenableȱ toȱ
implementation,ȱ however,ȱ precludingȱ conventionalȱ parametricȱmethodsȱ ofȱ
econometricȱmodelling.ȱȱTheȱFechnerȱmodelȱis,ȱbyȱcontrast,ȱreadilyȱamenableȱ
toȱ implementation,ȱ henceȱ Marschakȱ etȱ al.sȱ (1963)ȱ interestȱ inȱ establishingȱ
analogyȱbetweenȱtheȱRUMȱandȱFechnerȱmodelsȱ(sectionȱ4).ȱȱAnȱimplicationȱofȱ




beȱ remarkedȱ thatȱ althoughȱ aȱ Fechnerȱmodelȱwithȱ particularȱ distributionalȱ







Letȱ usȱ nowȱ digressȱ slightlyȱ byȱ reconcilingȱ theȱ aboveȱ discussionȱ withȱ theȱ








inȱ repeatedȱ choiceȱ settingsȱ andȱ thenȱ proceedȱ toȱ maximizeȱ themȱ isȱ formallyȱ
equivalentȱ toȱ aȱmodelȱ inȱwhichȱ theȱ experimenterȱdrawsȱ individualsȱ randomlyȱ
fromȱaȱpopulationȱwithȱdiffering,ȱbutȱ fixed,ȱutilityȱ functions,ȱandȱoffersȱeachȱaȱ





( ) { }minini UUTP ≥= Prx   for all Tni ∈x , nmTmi ≠∈ ,x ȱ (11)ȱ ȱ
ȱ
whereȱ anȱ additionalȱ subscriptȱ isȱ introducedȱ toȱ denoteȱ individualȱ ȱ inȱ theȱ
population.ȱ ȱTheȱprobabilityȱ statementȱ (11)ȱ isȱ thusȱdistinctȱ fromȱ (3)ȱ inȱ thatȱ
randomnessȱderivesȱfromȱinterȬȱ(asȱopposedȱtoȱintraȬ)ȱindividualȱvariationȱinȱ
theȱ preferenceȱ ordering.ȱ ȱMcFaddensȱ assertionȱ isȱ perhapsȱmadeȱwithȱ theȱ






Inȱ commonȱ withȱ Marschakȱ etȱ al.ȱ (1963),ȱ McFaddenȱ dissectsȱ ȱ intoȱ twoȱ
components,ȱalbeitȱwithȱdifferentȱ interpretation.ȱ ȱMcFaddenȱ(1974)ȱdescribesȱ




niε ȱasȱ stochasticȱandȱ reflectsȱ theȱ idiosyncraciesȱofȱ thisȱ
individualȱ inȱ tastesȱ (p108).ȱ ȱ Hisȱ subsequentȱ worksȱ showȱ aȱ gradualȱ
evolutionȱinȱtheȱinterpretationȱofȱtheseȱterms;ȱbyȱtheȱtimeȱofȱhisȱretrospectiveȱ





forȱ aȱ numberȱ ofȱ possibleȱ sourcesȱ ofȱ randomness5.ȱ ȱAȱ further,ȱ butȱ related,ȱ
distinctionȱ concernsȱ theȱ perspectiveȱ ofȱ observation,ȱ sinceȱ theȱ latterȱ
interpretationȱisȱcouchedȱmoreȱinȱtermsȱofȱtheȱviewpointȱofȱtheȱanalyst.ȱȱThatȱ
is,ȱ ȱisȱdeemedȱtoȱbeȱobservableȱtoȱtheȱanalyst,ȱandȱniv niε ȱunobservableȱ(orȱatȱ
leastȱlatent).ȱȱȱ
ȱ
                                                
4 Whilstȱ theȱdistinctionȱbetweenȱ interȬȱandȱ intraȬȱ individualȱvariationȱ isȱaȱpertinentȱone,ȱ itȱ






Theȱ Fechnerianȱ propertiesȱ ofȱRUMȱ outlinedȱ inȱ sectionȱ 4ȱ enterȱMcFaddensȱ
analysisȱ viaȱ theȱ elegantȱ vehicleȱ ofȱ hisȱ Generalisedȱ Extremeȱ Valueȱ (GEV)ȱ
theoryȱ(McFadden,ȱ1978).ȱ ȱInȱpayingȱdueȱcreditȱtoȱMcFadden,ȱitȱisȱimportantȱ
toȱacknowledgeȱthatȱGEVȱoffersȱconsiderableȱgeneralityȱoverȱMarschakȱetȱal.ȱ
(1963);ȱ inȱ particular,ȱ itȱ considersȱ choiceȱ setsȱ largerȱ thanȱ binary,ȱ andȱ
accommodatesȱ covarianceȱ betweenȱ theȱ randomȱ variablesȱ ofȱ differentȱ
partitionsȱofȱtheȱchoiceȱset.ȱȱThoseȱobservationsȱnotwithstanding,ȱMcFaddensȱ








asȱ aȱmeansȱ ofȱ establishingȱ aȱ parametricȱ relationshipȱ betweenȱ theȱ observedȱ
(ordinal)ȱ choicesȱ ofȱ theȱ individualȱ andȱ observableȱ utilityȱ differencesȱ
.ȱȱItȱremainsȱtoȱconsiderȱwhetherȱpracticeȱadheresȱtoȱtheȱrequirementȱ
thatȱutilityȱbeȱinterpretedȱonlyȱinȱordinalȱterms.ȱȱȱWeȱcanȱdevelopȱthisȱinterestȱ
byȱ applyingȱ orderȬpreservingȱ transformationȱ toȱ utility,ȱ andȱ consideringȱ
whetherȱthisȱresultsȱinȱanyȱsubstantiveȱchangeȱtoȱtheȱinferencesȱderivingȱfromȱ
( mn vv − )
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theȱFechnerȱmodel.ȱȱInȱparticular,ȱletȱusȱconsiderȱthreeȱmeasurementsȱthatȱareȱ
pertinentȱ toȱ practice:ȱ theȱ marginalȱ utilityȱ ofȱ anȱ attribute,ȱ theȱ marginalȱ
valuationȱofȱanȱattribute,ȱandȱtheȱchangeȱinȱconsumerȱsurplusȱarisingȱfromȱaȱ






Inȱ developingȱ theȱ firstȱ twoȱ measurements,ȱ thoseȱ ofȱ marginalȱ utilityȱ andȱ
marginalȱvaluation,ȱ letȱusȱ representȱutilityȱ (7)ȱasȱ indirect,ȱ functionalȱonȱ theȱ
attributesȱofȱtheȱalternativesȱandȱmoneyȱbudget,ȱthus:ȱȱ
ȱ
( ) nnnnn pyvU ε+−= ;x  for all Tn ∈x  ȱ ȱ ȱ (12)ȱ
ȱ whereȱ y ȱisȱmoneyȱbudget,ȱandȱ ȱisȱtheȱpriceȱofȱalternativeȱ ȱnp nx
ȱ
Theȱ derivationȱ ofȱ marginalȱ utilityȱ dependsȱ ofȱ courseȱ onȱ (12)ȱ beingȱ
differentiable.ȱ ȱ Thisȱ isȱ notȱ guaranteedȱ byȱ theȱ axiomsȱ ofȱ completenessȱ andȱ




Axiom of Continuity 
 
For any pair of alternatives Tmn ∈xx ,  where mn xx f ; a neighbourhood  
exists such that for any alternative 
( )nz x
( )nl z xx ∈ , ml xx f ; and a neighbourhood 
 exists such that for any bundle ( mz x ) ( )ml z xx ∈′ , ′ln xx f ȱ
ȱ
Moreover,ȱ conventionalȱpracticeȱ isȱ toȱ specifyȱ theȱ constantȱ ȱofȱ theȱ indirectȱ
utilityȱ functionȱ (12)ȱ asȱ aȱ continuousȱ andȱ differentiableȱ functionȱ ȱ ofȱ theȱ





6.ȱ ȱ Thisȱ yieldsȱ theȱ soȬcalledȱAdditiveȱ IncomeȱRUMȱ (orȱ AIRUM)ȱ
popularisedȱbyȱMcFaddenȱ(1981),ȱthus:ȱȱ
ȱ





( ) ( )[ ]KgpyU nnnn +++−= εαλ x     ȱ (13)ȱ
ȱ
                                                


































λ  for all nknn xT xx ∈∈ , ȱ ȱ (14)ȱ
ȱ
Equationȱ (14)ȱ demonstratesȱ thatȱmarginalȱ utilityȱ derivedȱ fromȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ
representationȱofȱRUMȱ isȱscaledȱ inȱ termsȱofȱ theȱ λ ȱ transformationȱofȱutility.ȱȱ
Developingȱideasȱfurther,ȱletȱusȱapplyȱanȱorderȬpreservingȱandȱdifferentiableȱ
transformationȱ ȱ toȱ theȱ utilityȱ functionȱ (13)ȱ Ȭȱ rememberingȱ fromȱ (6)ȱ thatȱ















































Asȱ sectionȱ 3ȱ hasȱ demonstrated,ȱ theȱ derivationȱ ofȱ RUMȱ reliesȱ entirelyȱ onȱ
ordinalȱutility,ȱandȱ thusȱestablishesȱ theȱbasisȱ forȱadmittingȱorderȬpreservingȱ
transformationsȱ ofȱ utility.ȱ ȱRUMȱ practiceȱ hasȱ tendedȱ toȱ overlookȱ theȱ latterȱ
requirement,ȱadoptingȱforȱworkingȱpurposesȱtheȱmarginalȱutilityȱ(14),ȱwhichȱ
mayȱbeȱ seenȱasȱaȱ restrictedȱcaseȱofȱ (15).ȱ ȱ Indeedȱ somewhatȱ ironically,ȱRUMȱ




(e.g.ȱ Swaitȱ andȱ Louviere,ȱ 1993).ȱ ȱ Withȱ referenceȱ toȱ (10),ȱ theȱ scaleȱ factorȱ
problemȱacknowledgesȱ theȱrelationȱbetweenȱ theȱ λ ȱscaleȱandȱ theȱvarianceȱofȱ
theȱrandomȱvariablesȱthatȱisȱengenderedȱthroughȱtheȱidentity:ȱ
ȱ








=λ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ (16)ȱ ȱ
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ȱ
Whilstȱ IIDȱwithinȱanyȱdataset,ȱ theȱ randomȱvariablesȱmayȱnotȱbeȱ identicallyȱ
distributedȱacrossȱdatasets,ȱandȱ(16)ȱthereforeȱprovokesȱtheȱproblemȱthatȱtheȱ
utilitiesȱ (andȱ marginalȱ utilities)ȱ derivingȱ fromȱ thoseȱ datasetsȱ mayȱ beȱ ofȱ
differentȱ λ ȱ scale.ȱ ȱ RUMȱ practiceȱ hasȱ shownȱ considerableȱ supportȱ forȱ thisȱ
proposition,ȱparticularlyȱwhenȱmergingȱRevealedȱPreferenceȱ (RP)ȱdataȱwithȱ
Statedȱ Preferenceȱ (SP)ȱ data,ȱ whereȱ theȱ latterȱ invariablyȱ carryȱ theȱ lowerȱ
variance.ȱ ȱInȱseekingȱtoȱresolveȱtheȱscaleȱfactorȱproblem,ȱseveralȱcontributorsȱ
(e.g.ȱMorikawa,ȱ1989,ȱ1994;ȱBradleyȱandȱDaly,ȱ1997)ȱhaveȱproposedȱmethodsȱ
thatȱ combineȱ oneȱ orȱ moreȱ datasetsȱ withinȱ theȱ sameȱ RUM,ȱ explicitlyȱ
accommodatingȱtheȱdifferentȱscaleȱfactorȱofȱeach.ȱ ȱTheseȱmethodsȱessentiallyȱ
amountȱtoȱsettingȱtheȱcardinalȱscaleȱofȱoneȱdatasetȱasȱtheȱbase,ȱandȱtheȱscalesȱ
ofȱ otherȱ datasetsȱ asȱ relativeȱ toȱ theȱ baseȱ (e.g.ȱ ,ȱ whereȱRPSP θλλ = θ ȱ isȱ theȱ
differenceȱ inȱ scaleȱ betweenȱRPȱ andȱ SP,ȱ andȱ oneȱwouldȱ expectȱ aȱ prioriȱ thatȱ
1>θ ).ȱ ȱWhilstȱ thisȱ servesȱ toȱ establishȱ aȱuniqueȱ λ ȱ scaleȱ acrossȱ theȱ variousȱ
datasets,ȱitȱshouldȱbeȱnotedȱimportantlyȱthatȱ λ ȱdoesȱnotȱhoweverȱdisappear.ȱȱ






Itȱ isȱ wellȱ establishedȱ inȱmicroeconomicȱ theoryȱ thatȱ theȱ ratioȱ betweenȱ theȱ
marginalȱutilitiesȱofȱtwoȱattributesȱrepresentsȱtheȱmarginalȱrateȱofȱsubstitutionȱ
betweenȱ thoseȱattributes.ȱ ȱ Ifȱ inȱparticularȱ theȱdenominatorȱofȱ theȱratioȱ isȱ theȱ
marginalȱutilityȱofȱ incomeȱnetȱofȱpriceȱthenȱtheȱmarginalȱrateȱofȱsubstitutionȱ
canȱ beȱ furtherȱ interpretedȱ asȱ theȱ marginalȱ valuationȱ ofȱ theȱ attributeȱ
representedȱ inȱ theȱnumerator.ȱ ȱToȱ illustrate,ȱandȱ irrespectiveȱofȱwhetherȱ theȱ
marginalȱutilitiesȱ areȱ ofȱ theȱ formȱ (14)ȱ orȱ (15),ȱ theȱmarginalȱvaluationȱ ofȱ anȱ
attributeȱ ȱisȱgivenȱby:ȱȱnknx x∈
ȱ


















=   for all nknn xT xx ∈∈ ,   
ȱ











thisȱwithȱ theȱordinalȱbasisȱofȱRUM,ȱaȱchangeȱ inȱattributesȱmayȱ impactȱuponȱ
anȱ individualsȱpreferenceȱ orderings;ȱ ifȱ theȱpreferenceȱ orderingsȱdoȱ indeedȱ




Theȱ ruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱ methodȱ (Lane,ȱ Powellȱ andȱ Prestwoodȱ Smith,ȱ 1971;ȱ
Neuburger,ȱ 1971)ȱ offersȱ aȱ firstȬorderȱ approximationȱ toȱ theȱ changeȱ inȱ
consumerȱ surplusȱ derivingȱ fromȱ aȱMarshallianȱ demandȱ function.ȱ ȱ Letȱ usȱ
applyȱ thisȱ toȱ RUM,ȱ consideringȱ inȱ particularȱ anȱ increaseȱ inȱ theȱ priceȱ ofȱ aȱ
specificȱalternativeȱ ,ȱsuchȱthatȱTm ∈x mmm ppp ∆+→ ȱwhereȱ 0>∆ mp ,ȱholdingȱ
allȱ elseȱ constant.ȱ ȱNowȱ introducingȱ theȱ subscriptsȱ 0ȱ andȱ 1ȱ toȱ representȱ theȱ
statesȱbeforeȱandȱafterȱtheȱpriceȱincrease,ȱdefineȱ ȱandȱ ȱtoȱbeȱtheȱnumberȱ
ofȱ repetitionsȱ ofȱ theȱ choiceȱ taskȱ facedȱ byȱ theȱ individualȱ inȱ theȱ respectiveȱ
states
0Q 1Q
7,ȱ andȱ ( TP mx0 )ȱ andȱ ( TP mx1 )
                                                
ȱ toȱbeȱ theȱ associatedȱ choiceȱprobabilities8.ȱȱ
Havingȱequippedȱourselvesȱwithȱtheȱnecessaryȱnotation,ȱweȱcanȱnowȱwriteȱaȱ
statementȱ Ȭȱ inȱaccordanceȱwithȱ theȱ ruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱmethodȱ Ȭȱofȱ theȱ changeȱ inȱ
7 Orȱinȱotherȱwords,ȱtotalȱunitsȱconsumedȱinȱeachȱstate;ȱi.e.ȱinȱtheȱexampleȱofȱTableȱ1,ȱ . 5=Q
8 Noteȱinȱpassingȱthatȱifȱ ( ) ( )TPTP mm xx 01 ≠ ,ȱsuchȱthatȱtheȱpriceȱincreaseȱ ȱresultsȱinȱaȱ
changeȱ inȱ theȱ probabilityȱ ofȱ choosingȱ
mp∆
Tm ∈x ,ȱ thenȱ theȱ requirementȱ fromȱ (3)ȱ thatȱ allȱ
probabilitiesȱsumȱtoȱoneȱimpliesȱtheȱfollowing:ȱ ( ) ( ) mlTPTP
Tl lTl l
≠≠∑∑ ∈∈ ,01 xx .ȱȱThatȱ
isȱ toȱ say,ȱanyȱchangeȱ inȱ ( TP mx ) ȱmustȱbeȱ compensatedȱbyȱchangesȱ inȱoneȱorȱmoreȱofȱ theȱ
otherȱprobabilities. 
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( ) ( )[ ] mmmm pTPQTPQCS ∆+=∆ xx 001121  for all Tm ∈x  ȱ (17)ȱ
ȱ
Ifȱ theȱprobabilitiesȱ ( TP mx0 )ȱ andȱ ( )TP mx1 ȱ areȱdirectlyȱobservableȱ then,ȱwithȱ
referenceȱtoȱ(6),ȱtheyȱcanȱbeȱinterpretedȱinȱordinalȱterms.ȱȱAcceptingȱthat,ȱandȱ





Inȱ manyȱ practicalȱ situations,ȱ however,ȱ theȱ afterȱ stateȱ existsȱ onlyȱ
hypothetically,ȱandȱ thereȱmayȱ insteadȱbeȱ interestȱ inȱ forecastingȱ theȱeffectȱofȱ
theȱ priceȱ increase.ȱ ȱ Theȱ procedureȱ ofȱ forecastingȱ exploits,ȱ somewhatȱ
inevitably,ȱ theȱcardinalȱpropertiesȱofȱ theȱFechnerȱmodel.ȱ ȱThatȱ isȱ toȱsay,ȱ theȱ
redundantȱdegreesȱofȱfreedomȱ(9)ȱandȱ(10)ȱbecomeȱrelevant,ȱandȱtheȱforecastȱ
ofȱ ( TP mx1 )
)
ȱwill,ȱwithȱreferenceȱtoȱ(8),ȱariseȱspecificallyȱfromȱextrapolationȱofȱ
theȱ quantityȱ ( mn vv − ȱ estimatedȱ onȱ dataȱ forȱ ( )TP mx0 ȱ inȱ theȱ beforeȱ case.ȱȱ
Moreover,ȱ theȱ ruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱ remainsȱ faithfulȱ toȱ ordinalȱ utilityȱ onlyȱ ifȱ theȱ




Nowȱ considerȱ theȱ secondȱ methodȱ ofȱ measuringȱ theȱ changeȱ inȱ consumerȱ
surplusȱ Ȭȱ theȱ logȱ sumȱmethod.ȱ ȱAlthoughȱ theȱ originsȱ ofȱ thisȱmethodȱ areȱ
evidentȱ inȱWilliamsȱ (1977),ȱSmallȱandȱRosenȱ (1981)ȱwereȱ firstȱ toȱofferȱaȱ fullȱ
andȱ definitiveȱ treatment,ȱ withȱ McFaddenȱ (1981)ȱ applyingȱ thisȱ treatmentȱ
specificallyȱtoȱAIRUM.ȱȱTheȱlogȱsumȱmethodȱcaptures,ȱinȱtheȱcontextȱofȱRUM,ȱ




toȱAIRUMȱ givenȱ theȱ translationalȱ invarianceȱ ofȱ income,ȱ thenȱ theȱHicksianȱ
compensatingȱ variationȱmayȱ beȱ interpretedȱ Ȭȱ entirelyȱ equivalentlyȱ Ȭȱ asȱ theȱ
changeȱ inȱ consumerȱ surplusȱ pertainingȱ toȱ aȱ Marshallianȱ demandȱ (i.e.ȱ
analogousȱtoȱtheȱruleȬofȬaȬhalf).ȱ
ȱ
Moreȱ formally,ȱandȱwithȱparticularȱ referenceȱ toȱ theȱpresentationȱofȱDagsvikȱ




,ȱsuchȱthatȱ ȱwhereȱTm ∈x mmm ppp ∆+→ 0>∆ mp ,ȱholdingȱallȱelseȱconstant.ȱȱInȱ
thisȱcase,ȱtheȱaforementionedȱequalityȱmayȱbeȱwritten:ȱȱȱ
 
























ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ (18)ȱ ȱ
Forȱtheȱpriceȱincreaseȱ ,ȱanyȱcompensatingȱvariationȱmustȱbeȱgivenȱtoȱtheȱ


















( )( ) ( )[ ]Kgppcy
nnmmnn
+++∆+−+ 1111 εδαλ x ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ( ) ( )[ ]Kgpy
nnno
+++−= 00 εαλ x ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
















ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ (19)ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
Itȱ isȱ conventionallyȱ assumedȱ thatȱ theȱ randomȱ variablesȱ 0nε ȱ andȱ 1nε ȱ ofȱ theȱ
maximalȱ utilitiesȱ areȱ distributedȱ identically;ȱ withȱ referenceȱ toȱ theȱ earlierȱ
discussionȱofȱ sectionȱ7.1,ȱ thisȱhasȱ theȱeffectȱofȱ imposingȱaȱcommonȱcardinalȱ
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scaleȱacrossȱtheȱtwoȱstates.ȱȱThisȱassumptionȱofȱidenticalȱdistributionsȱisȱratherȱ
strong,ȱperhaps,ȱbutȱ letȱusȱacceptȱ itȱnonetheless,ȱparticularlyȱasȱ itȱ facilitatesȱ
considerableȱ simplificationȱ ofȱ (19).ȱ ȱ Indeed,ȱ acceptingȱ thisȱ assumptionȱweȱ
arriveȱatȱaȱreasonablyȱsuccinctȱstatementȱȬȱaccordingȱtoȱtheȱlogȱsumȱmethodȱȬȱ













ȱ for all  
          (20)ȱ
Tm ∈x
ȱ
Itȱ isȱ importantȱ toȱacknowledgeȱ thatȱwhilstȱ theȱ subtractionȱ Ȭȱ acknowledgingȱ
thatȱ thisȱ isȱ inȱ itselfȱ aȱ cardinalȱ operationȱ Ȭȱ betweenȱ theȱmaximalȱ utilitiesȱ inȱ
statesȱ0ȱandȱ1ȱservesȱ toȱremoveȱ K ȱ (togetherȱwithȱmoneyȱbudgetȱ )ȱandȱy λ ,ȱ
thisȱdoesȱnotȱmeanȱ thatȱcardinalityȱ isȱabsentȱ fromȱ (20).ȱ ȱRatherȱ theȱcardinalȱ
scaleȱhasȱbeenȱstandardisedȱacrossȱ theȱ twoȱstates.ȱ ȱWeȱcanȱdemonstrateȱ thisȱ
propertyȱbyȱapplyingȱanȱorderȬpreservingȱbutȱnonȬlinearȱtransformationȱ ȱtoȱ
theȱmaximalȱutilitiesȱwithinȱ (20),ȱnotingȱ thatȱ ȱ isȱ aȱmemberȱofȱ theȱ classȱofȱ
orderȬpreservingȱtransformationsȱ ȱ introducedȱearlier,ȱbutȱdisjointȱfromȱtheȱ




K ȱ andȱ λ .ȱ ȱClearly,ȱ
identificationȱ ofȱ theȱ utilityȬmaximisingȱ alternativesȱ T
n
∈0x ȱ andȱ ȱ isȱ





















Moreover,ȱ theȱ compensatingȱ variationȱ derivedȱ byȱ meansȱ ofȱ theȱ logȱ sumȱ
methodȱisȱrobustȱonlyȱtoȱcardinalȱtransformationsȱofȱutility,ȱandȱnotȱtoȱotherȱ
orderȬpreservingȱ transformations.ȱ ȱ Indeed,ȱ inȱorderȱ toȱ interpretȱ (20)ȱevenȱ inȱ
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andȱ offeringȱ prescriptionȱ toȱ practitioners.ȱ ȱWhilstȱmarginalȱ utilityȱ derivedȱ
fromȱ theȱ Fechnerȱmodelȱ (asȱwithȱ anyȱmarginalȱ utility,ȱ itȱmightȱ beȱ added)ȱ
exhibitsȱ cardinalȱ properties,ȱ itȱ isȱ usuallyȱ appliedȱ onlyȱ forȱ purposesȱ ofȱ
inferringȱmarginalȱvaluation,ȱandȱtheȱlatterȱisȱfreeȱofȱeitherȱcardinalȱorȱordinalȱ
scale.ȱ ȱ Theȱ cardinalityȱ ofȱ utilityȱ withinȱ theȱ Fechnerȱmodelȱ doesȱ howeverȱ
manifestȱwhenȱderivingȱmeasurementȱofȱconsumerȱsurplusȱchange,ȱwhetherȱ
implementedȱ throughȱ theȱ logȱ sumȱmethod,ȱ orȱ throughȱ theȱ applicationȱ ofȱ
probabilityȱ forecastsȱ toȱ theȱ ruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱmethod.ȱ ȱHence,ȱ toȱ theȱextentȱ thatȱ
practiceȱ exploitsȱ suchȱmethods,ȱwhichȱwouldȱ indeedȱ seemȱ considerable,ȱ itȱ
mayȱ standȱaccusedȱofȱ transgressingȱ theȱ theoreticalȱ tenetsȱonȱwhichȱRUMȱ isȱ
founded.ȱȱThereȱisȱhoweverȱaȱconvenientȱresolution:ȱthisȱisȱtoȱapplyȱtheȱruleȬ









fromȱ theȱpopularȱMcFaddenȱ (e.g.ȱ1968,ȱ1975)ȱpresentation.ȱ ȱConsistentȱwithȱ
NeoȬClassicalȱ theory,ȱ theȱ originalȱpresentationȱ isȱ couchedȱ atȱ theȱ individualȱ
level,ȱ andȱ reliesȱ onȱ anȱ ordinalȱ notionȱ ofȱ utility.ȱ ȱRandomnessȱ thenȱderivesȱ
fromȱ theȱ repetition,ȱ inȱ particularȱ theȱ facilityȱ forȱ variabilityȱ onȱ theseȱ
repetitions,ȱofȱanȱ individualsȱpreferenceȱordering.ȱ ȱTheȱpaperȱproceededȱ toȱ
considerȱ theȱ implementationȱofȱRUM,ȱwhichȱ isȱachievedȱ throughȱaȱ relationȱ
withȱFechnersȱ(1859)ȱmodelȱofȱpsychophysicalȱdiscrimination.ȱȱThisȱservedȱtoȱ
illuminateȱ theȱ fundamentalȱ pointȱ ofȱ theȱ paper;ȱ thatȱ theȱ implementationȱ ofȱ
RUMȱyieldsȱaȱmodelȱ thatȱ carriesȱ theȱpropertiesȱofȱ cardinalȱutility.ȱ ȱThoughȱ
thisȱisȱnotȱinȱitselfȱaȱproblemȱȬȱcardinalȱutilityȱcanȱbeȱusedȱquiteȱdefensiblyȱasȱ
aȱrepresentationȱofȱordinalȱutilityȱȬȱitȱisȱessentialȱthatȱtheȱmannerȱinȱwhichȱtheȱ
representationȱ isȱ interpretedȱ andȱ appliedȱ doesȱ notȱ departȱ fromȱ ordinality.ȱȱ
Theȱ paperȱ consideredȱ whetherȱ RUMȱ practiceȱ isȱ adherentȱ toȱ theȱ latterȱ
requirement,ȱparticularlyȱinȱrelationȱtoȱthreeȱmeasurementsȱroutinelyȱderivedȱ
fromȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ model,ȱ namelyȱ theȱ marginalȱ utilityȱ ofȱ anȱ attribute,ȱ theȱ




Asȱ wouldȱ seemȱ inherentȱ inȱ theȱ veryȱ notionȱ ofȱmarginalȱ utility,ȱmarginalȱ
utilityȱ derivedȱ fromȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ modelȱ carriesȱ aȱ cardinalȱ scale.ȱ ȱ RUMȱ
practitionersȱhaveȱ investedȱ considerableȱ effortȱ inȱ seekingȱ toȱ resolveȱ theȱ soȬ
calledȱ scaleȱ factorȱproblem,ȱ andȱ thisȱmayȱbeȱ rationalisedȱ asȱ anȱ attemptȱ toȱ
establishȱaȱuniqueȱcardinalȱscaleȱacrossȱdataȱpooledȱfromȱdifferentȱsources.ȱȱIfȱ
howeverȱ theȱ ratioȱ ofȱ twoȱmarginalȱ utilitiesȱ isȱ taken,ȱ therebyȱ yieldingȱ theȱ
marginalȱ rateȱofȱsubstitutionȱ (orȱ inȱ theȱparticularȱcaseȱofȱ theȱpriceȱattribute,ȱ
marginalȱ valuation),ȱ thenȱ theȱ cardinalȱ scaleȱ isȱ removedȱ andȱ theȱ resultantȱ
metricȱ isȱdefensibleȱ inȱordinalȱterms.ȱ ȱTheȱcardinalȱpropertiesȱofȱtheȱFechnerȱ
modelȱ becomeȱ ratherȱ moreȱ pertinentȱ whenȱ measuringȱ consumerȱ surplusȱ
change,ȱ asȱ follows.ȱ ȱ Ifȱ theȱ Fechnerȱ modelȱ isȱ appliedȱ toȱ theȱ ruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱ
methodȱforȱmeasuringȱconsumerȱsurplusȱchange,ȱthenȱthisȱwouldȱseemȱtoȱbeȱ
associatedȱwithȱ theȱ forecastingȱofȱchoiceȱprobabilityȱbyȱextrapolation,ȱwhereȱ
theȱ latterȱ itselfȱ exploitsȱ cardinality.ȱ ȱ Theȱ logȱ sumȱ methodȱ forȱ measuringȱ
consumerȱsurplusȱchangeȱ isȱdefinedȱentirelyȱ inȱ termsȱofȱ theȱFechnerȱmodel,ȱ
andȱ unambiguouslyȱ departsȱ fromȱ ordinalȱ interpretation.ȱ ȱ RUMȱ practiceȱ
routinelyȱexploitsȱtheseȱtwoȱmethodsȱofȱmeasuringȱconsumerȱsurplusȱchange,ȱ
andȱ mayȱ thereforeȱ standȱ accusedȱ ofȱ operatingȱ outsideȱ ofȱ theȱ boundsȱ forȱ
whichȱ theoryȱ offersȱ legitimacy.ȱ ȱ Thereȱ isȱ howeverȱ aȱ convenientȱmeansȱ ofȱ
realigningȱtheoryȱandȱpractice;ȱthisȱisȱtoȱapplyȱtheȱruleȬofȬaȬhalfȱmethodȱusingȱ
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